Preface

In order to improve the development of the academy and its international influence, some excellent papers were selected to publish in the international periodical. All the papers submitted were refereed by the academic committee of Functional Manufacturing and Mechanical Dynamics I, and well-known professors and experts. Based on the referees’ comments, about 114 papers are finally selected for the conference presentation and inclusion in the proceedings, and all the papers are edited by the secretariat of academic committee.

As Chairman of Functional Manufacturing and Mechanical Dynamics, I would like to take this opportunity to express my appreciation of the kind support and high quality contributions by all contributors and delegates. Equally, my thanks are extended to all conference organizers, supporters, and co-sponsors for their generous contribution. Thanks are also given to Associate prof. Hun Guo, Associate prof. Weidong Jin, Dr. Qingjian Liu for their editing work, and to Trans Tech publications for publishing the volume.
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